TAKING CHANCES

Using her new home as a laboratory, tastemaker and author Danielle Rollins brings both substance and style to her decorating, fashion, and entertaining pursuits.
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Rollins’s latest endeavor into fashion melds classic silhouettes with stylish flourishes. The collection—including chic accessories—reflects the same vitality as her fun and luxe interiors.

ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:

LEFT: Rollins color-matched her closet’s walls to her favorite lipstick hue. BELOW, FROM LEFT: The walls and upholstery in the master bath are in a Thibaut floral; bathtub, Kohler; fittings, Newport Brass; concrete-tile flooring, Granada Tile. Rollins in her powder room.
The walls and upholstery in the master bath are in a Thibaut floral; bathtub, Kohler; fittings, Newport Brass; concrete-tile flooring, Granada Tile. Rollins in her powder room.